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CRACK Lectra Modaris V8R2 (EXPERT) and Diamino V6R2
SP7 (EXPERT) Hey! Not even 2 months have passed since I

sat down at the "computer" again. I hope it's good this
time! Firstly, I want to say a big thank you to everyone who

contributed to this thread!!! Thanks!!! Special thanks to
vovan4ik (y) for not being too lazy, but spending his time
and writing everything in such detail that even everything

became clear to me !! I think many will be interested in how
I solved the problem with CRACKLATEXMODLIM. So, in

order: 1. Download everything you need from the Internet.
2. I run the program to edit the configuration (if you didn't

know, the program that makes CRACKLATEXMODLIM is
called CRACKLATEXMODLIM) and I get an error. I thought

for a long time what was the matter, until I looked into the
root of my C drive. And this is what I saw there This meant

that CRACKLATEXMODLIM could not write modified files. But
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as recently as 3 days ago I was working with the program,
and everything was fine! Why this happened, I could not

understand. But I still didn't give up! And I decided to check
if the program has a file update function. It turned out that
there is! Well, here is the result: These were my files that I
edited. I saved them in a different folder. And then I just

deleted these files from the program, and everything
started working! The truth is not very good. And I thought

that the whole point might be that I tried to edit them
earlier, but did not save them. And I decided that I needed
to return them to the folder where they were before. Here's

what came out of it:
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